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The measurement of the inclusive differential cross sections for 1S production published in our recent Letter [1]
requires a correction for an increase in the reported integrated luminosity. The instantaneous luminosity at D0 is measured
by counting the number of inelastic collisions that produce charged particles within the acceptance of the luminosity
monitor [2]. The determination of the luminosity has recently been improved through studies of the multiplicities observed
in the luminosity monitor [3]. These studies indicated that the fraction of observable inelastic collisions was overestimated
in our previous analysis [4]. The result of these improvements is to increase the assessment of the total integrated
luminosity for this analysis by 16.5% to 185 11 pb1 and to decrease the estimated uncertainty from 6.5% to 6.1%. The
recalculated cross sections are shown in Table I.
It should be noted that the emphasis of our Letter was on the measurement of the differential 1S cross section in three
different rapidity regions and d1S=dyB1S !  per unit of rapidity was given as a matter of
completeness. The shapes of the differential cross sections remain unchanged. The corrected measured cross section
1S B1S !  for the region jyj  0:6 (cf. Table I) is compatible with the CDF result [5] of 680
15stat  18syst  26lum pb for a p p center-of-mass energy sp  1:8 TeV and with a small increase in the cross
section predicted for 1.96 TeV [6].
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TABLE I. Fitted number of events and d1S=dyB1S !  per unit of rapidity.
jyj Number of 1S d1S=dy (pb)
0.0–0.6 12; 951 336 628 16stat  63syst  38lum
0.6–1.2 16; 682 438 654 17stat  65syst  40lum
1.2–1.8 17; 884 566 515 16stat  48syst  31lum
0.0–1.8 46; 625 939 597 12stat  58syst  36lum
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